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What mighty army soldiers have a primary purpose in eliminating dangerous energy. Dynasties have learned to use it for profit and crafting, and the mysterious Herald studies the darkest secrets of shadow power. Three charming warriors invite you to join their cause. Three different ways of life and struggle They will
determine the fate of the world for many years to come. Which side are you on? Dive into a world of endless battles and exciting action! It is free to play and 100% easy to use. Start your adventure now a warrior! Enjoy features modern 3D graphics, realistic physics and animation.Combine 3 different battle styles into
your own unique way to play. Collect tons of different weapons and equipment. Travel across the big world, a plan full of picturesque places and stories. Immerse yourself in exciting stories with a variety of quests. Join regular mind-in-game activities with unique rewards. Challenge the characters of other players
controlled by AI, take place at the TOP-100 leaderboard of your region and become a fighting star! We're Negki. Contact us! If you like shadow fight series, join us on different social media platforms! Facebook: 1.22.0 Changes: - The story changes mode continuously: Part 1 of Itu's plane is now! A brand new combat
style is added: meet the sanjiegun (also known as a three-part employee) with a new legendary set; - Technical changes to support further improvements; - Some UI changes to improve the overall player experience; Many bugs fix and general technical improvements. Install: APK Install on your device Folder Android /
OBB copy into Enter Game Game
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